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By Dominique Edde, Ros Schwartz

Seagull Books London Ltd. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Kamal Jann, Dominique
Edde, Ros Schwartz, Dominique Edde's gripping novel tells the story of the doomed Jann family as
they plot against one another for revenge and power. Kamal Jann, a successful lawyer in New York
City, has a troubled past unseen to most. When he was a boy in Syria, his uncle, the head of the
Syrian CIA, had his parents killed, leaving Kamal orphaned at the age of twelve. In a twisted attempt
for forgiveness, and as insurance against retaliation, Kamal's uncle paid for his education, leading
to his eventual success. Now living in Manhattan, Kamal receives news that his uncle is planning a
terrorist attack on Paris and has recruited Kamal's jihadist brother to carry it out. To save his
brother, and ultimately avenge his parent's murder, Kamal enters into a dangerous pact with his
uncle. Calm, reserved, and even charming on the surface, Kamal hides a vein of madness that will
stop at nothing to bring down his uncle and the Syrian regime. Alliances, damaged lives, impossible
loves, and deep betrayals unfold as family relationships erode, echoing the conflicts that tear apart
the countries around them...
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This ebook could be well worth a study, and superior to other. It really is basic but unexpected situations inside the 50 % of your ebook. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of . B ufor d Ziem a nn-- Pr of . B ufor d Ziem a nn

A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way
and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ma cey Schneider-- Ma cey Schneider
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